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Holiday Decorating Leads Shopping Trends at Meijer
Retailer sees significant increase as outdoor decorating becomes family affair for brightening the
holidays

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Dec.18, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Heading into the last week of Christmas shopping, one of
the surprise trends of the season continues as customers at Meijer stores across the Midwest fill their carts with
holiday décor.

The Grand Rapids, Mich.-based retailer says it has seen a significant increase in outdoor decorations compared
to last year. Due to the pandemic, customers are repurposing dollars normally spent on family entertainment
and travel in order to add items like air blown inflatables, pre-lit LED characters, projectors, and reels of holiday
lights into their shopping carts.

"The heightened awareness and enthusiasm for decorating homes during the pandemic has only increased
since Thanksgiving," said Karen Langeland, Divisional Merchandise Manager for Hard Home, Accents and
Seasonal at Meijer. "Being part of these communities is important every holiday season, but when you can drive
through almost any neighborhood and entire blocks are bright with holiday spirit, it enhances the connection to
your family and neighbors even more."

Langeland said many customers made their décor purchases earlier in the season to engage their children and
use it as an activity to create family memories. A Meijer survey of 1,200 shoppers indicated that eight out of 10
people planning to purchase decorations expected to spend as much or more than last year. As families sought
ways to demonstrate togetherness and spirit in response to the pandemic, they began putting up elaborate
light displays or going on family outings to see them. 

Most recently, stores in Traverse City and Detroit, as well as Toledo, Columbus and Cincinnati, have seen all
items related to decorating Christmas trees become top sellers. The same popularity is true for miniature trees,
tinsel and ornaments as customers incorporate holiday cheer into their home offices and virtual learning spaces
for students.

As retailers steadily prepare for last-minute shoppers and the expected rush on wrapping paper and gift bags
next week, Langeland anticipates the trend toward buying decorations to continue.

"Given some of the challenges of this year, we're hoping the biggest mess customers find on Christmas Day are
the unwrapped presents, empty boxes and all the colorful paper balled up," she said.  

About Meijer: Meijer is a Grand Rapids, Mich.-based retailer that operates 256 supercenters and grocery
stores throughout Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and Wisconsin. A privately-owned and family-
operated company since 1934, Meijer pioneered the "one-stop shopping" concept and has evolved through the
years to include expanded fresh produce and meat departments, as well as pharmacies, comprehensive
apparel departments, pet departments, garden centers, toys and electronics. For additional information on
Meijer, please visit www.meijer.com. Follow Meijer on Twitter @twitter.com/Meijer and @twitter.com/MeijerPR or
become a fan at www.facebook.com/meijer. 
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